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UNIVERSIlY OF MISSOURI-ST. Lorns

King Verdict Discussion Gives Insight

In ·Your Face/

by Stacy Kardasz
and Bill Farnsworth
Of The Current staff

More than 60 students, faculty, administrators and members of the com-

Photo: Alfie M. Ali

Student Services Coordinator Michael Quinn gets his just desserts Wednesday at Mirthday. Pie-throwing
was slX>nsored by the Panhelienic Association.

mwrity IXUricipa1ed in an open fonun
Monday to clN:1l&'l the verdict in the
recent trial of four Los Angeles police
officerschargedwith vioIating the civil
rights of Rodney King.
The officers were charged with
violating King 'scivil rights, and aiding
and abetting in those violations. Two
of the officers, Sgt Stacey Koon and
Officer Laurence Powell, were convicted ofvioIating King's civil rights,
but were found not guilty of aiding and
abetting. Officers Theodore Briseno
and Timothy Wind were acquitted of
all charges.
Deborah Burris, assistant directa'
of the Office of Equal Opportunity,
mediatedthe dialogue Monday. A panel
of four people provided input for the
discussion. The panel consisted of
David Roither, Student Government
Association (SGA) vice-president;
Alice Windom, coordinator of the
Center for Metro Studies; Steve

Mirthday Brings Street Fair To Campus
Mirthday brought a collage of
groups and activities to the UM-St.
Louis campus 00 Wednesday, April

21.
Mirthday, which started in 1985,is
an annual UM-St. Louis event filled
with activities fir those in the campus
cooununity.

"It is a canival for UM-St Louis.
It really getS the students involved,"
said Darryl Harrelson, chair of .the
University Program Board. ''It has ai-
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ways been successful."
Harrelson said the event cost
$17,(XX), and attracted five to six thousand students this y~.
Campus groups set up booths to
inform the campus commwrity about
their organizations and raise money.
. "[Mjrthday] allows for campus
groups to be known to the students.
Most people don't really look around
[for the groups]. In this format, they
will be made aware to the campus,"
said Harrelson.
Activities at Mirtbday included
camival rides, volleyball, rollerolading,
a dunking booth, a velcro wall and
human bowling.
Two music groups,PMandReggae
at Will performed outside in front of
the University Center.
KPNT, 105.7 FM (The Point), had
a booth set up with representatives on
hand who walked through the crowd to
meet some of the campus community.
"'This is the kind of thing we like to
do. These are the type of people that got
us on the air in the first place," said
Jeanne Phelps, promotions assistant at
the station.
She said interaction with listeners
was one of the reasons that the station
participated in Mirthday.

by Terrance HICks
for The Current

Photo: Alfie M. Ali

Vice Chancellor lowe "Sandy" Maclean put in his time in the dunking
booth Wednesday at Mirthday.
"This is perfect because we get to at Mirthday is ideal for his band.
meet the listeners of the station and
"We played at Mirtbday two years
they get to meet us," said Phelps. . ago and we were very well recieved.
"Everybody was hanging out and Plus,wereallyenjoyplayingatoutdoor
having a good time."
gigs," he said.
Rock band PM perfonned in front
Mayer said the "college audience"
of University Center. PM sometimes is usually pretty receptive.
"College people seem to be open to
opens for Jimmy Buffet during the
summex tours.
different types of music which makes it
Jim Mayer, bass guiter player for eaiser for us. It was a good oppurtunity
PM, said the audience and atmosphere to play," he said.

.

Students will soon have the option
to buy books from another bookstore
for the summer session. .
Steve's Off-Campus Bookstore
will begin buying used textbooks on
May 3, and will be ready to sell textbooks by the summer semester.
The new bookstore will be temporarily located at 8519 Natural Bridge
Roaduntil1ateMay, when owner Steve

Scruggs,campus safety representative;
and Randall Cahill, a Sl Louis-based
lawyer.
"The purpose of this dialogue is to
give people an opportunity to express
their feelings, their thoughts, their concerns about this very, very important
issue," Burris said.
The participants of the dialogue
started with general thoughts and
feelings about the verdict.
"Basically, I came because it was a
forum, I wanted to be a part of it, but I

truly feel that there is really nothing to
be discussed at this point because all of
what I feel I am going to feel regardless
if I am able to talk about it from now
until whenever I die," said Carolyn
Mills, a secretary in the SGA office.
The subject of the Reginald Denny
beating, in which a truck driver was
allegedly pulled from his vehicle and
beaten by four African-Americans
during the Los Angeles riots of last

See FORUM, page 4

New Science Building
Planned For Campus

I Off-Campus Bookstore Opens In May
I

Photo: Mia M. Ali
Cornelius lewis (left) and Matthew Taylor (right), first-year graduate
students, partiCipated in.the Rodney King verdict discussion Monday . .

Washam will be moving the store to a
permanent location.
Washam says that the idea for an
off-campus bookstore is actually not
his, but his parents.
"[My parents] have owned an offcampus bookstore in Springfield for
years, so that was what I grew up
knowing," he said.
Washam also said that he thought

the UM-St Louis campus has needed a
bookstore for quite some time. He said
the reason he will be operating from a
temporary location is so he can offex
the students another bookstore earliex
than the fall semester.
Steve's Off-Campus Bookstore
will open for business pennanently in
early J une at 8451 Natural Bridge Road,
across from the Breakaway Cafe.

University of Missouri-St Louis
officials expect the new Center for
Molecular Electronics to help bolster
the school's programs in scientific research and technology. Construction is
expected to begin in November.
Dr. Bernard 1. Feldman, the director of the center, said in an interview
Wednesday that the $10 million center
will be constructed north of Benton
Hall to help promote interaction within
the St. Louis scientific community.
Half of the project's budget is allocated to the purchase of high-technol-

ogy equipment, some of which has
already been purchased by the university.
"We have purchased overa million
dollars worth of equipment," said
Feldman, who is also the chairman of
the UM-St. Louis physics department
One piece of equipment that has
been purchased is an atomic resolution
transmission electron microscope. The
microscope was bought from
Monsanto, and is bei., g housed there
until the new facility is ready, Feldman
said.
The electron microscope can be

See CENTER, page 4

University Rents Space To
Handicapped Organization
Space has been rented out on the
UM- St Louis campus to the St. Louis
Association for Retarded Citizens
(SLARC) .
Reinhard Schuster, director of the
physical plant, said UM-Sl Louis will
receive seven dollars per square foot
for the 3200 feet that is being rented by
SLARC in the Blue Metal Office
Building. The total amount paid to the
university will be $22,400, for the oneyear lease. The rent will cover all utilities used by the center.
Betty Covington, executive staff
assistant of the physical plant, said

SLARC approached the campus after a
fire at Riverview High School forced
them out of the building tlJey had used
in the past
Schuster said the lease is for one
year, with no immediate plans for renewal
"It was a non-profit agency [that]
neerl....ed assistanc.e, so we provided it,"
he said. He also said SLARC is the first
group to rent OUt space on the campus
recently.
Schuster said space had not been

See SLARC, page 4
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Rivermen Advance To Finals In MIAA Baseball Tournament
by Jack C. Wang
sports editor
Jim Brady and his bmeball
Rivermen are just two wins away
from capturing the Mid-America
Athletic Association tournament,
held at Rivermen Field.
The Rivermen's goal at the
beginning of the season was to
capture the MIAA.
With a great comeback afu7
losing the first game on Friday to
EmporiaState 17-5, the Rivermen
bounced back to win the next two
games to put themselves in the
championship game in the doubleelimnation tournament
In the first game Friday, the
Riverrnen were clobbered by
Emporia State 17-5. UM-St.

the championship game. UM-St Loois
was taggedfor 11 hits andeightruns;six beat Southwest Baptist 9-1, with ace
of them earned in foW' innings. Overall, righthander Andy Runzi pitching a
the Rivermen pitchers were toyed with complete game. Runzi allowed just
by Emporia State as they hit three home one run while striking out three.
"Runziis the guy we go to." Brady
runs off of the UM-St Louis pitching
said. "His presence gives the other
staff.
But, Brady knew tre team wouldn't players on the team a feeling of confiquit "It takes two losses to knock you dence. He got us going on the right
out,"Brady said. 'We took it one game foot. "
In the othec game, the Rivennen
at a time, and they didn't quit in the
blowout There's something magical .bea1 Central Missouri State 15-11, in a
about this club;they're a special group game that Brady calls "an intense nonstop action game." The Rivermen's
of kids. ..
In the other game on Friday, Cen- pitching was led by relievex Blaine
tral Missouri State easily won their Shetley, who came into retia for starter
Tim Strntman. Shetley went six innings
game against Southwest Baptist 9-0.
Then, on Saturday. in two games and allowed three runs; only one of
Photo : Mie M. Ali
that the Rivermen knew they needed to
Southwest Baptist's Rich Rudisaile dives for first as Brian Moriarty
win, the team did exactly thaL The
waits for the pick off throw from pitcher Andy Runzi.
See
FINALS,
7
Rivermen swept both games
to
reach
: ..

Louis' starting pitcbex Matt Logeais
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HELP WANTED
Wanted: Sales woman, part-time for
small women's boutique near UMSLexperience helpful, but not necessary.
For more information call 385-0430.

Wanted: A part-time baby-sitter
evenings and weekends to care for
our four-month old son Joshua in our
Clayton home. Salary negotiable.
Please contact Karla Goldstein at
725-4484 \'1'1) or 725-1992 (H).

ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries. Earn $600+lweek in canneries or $4,OOD+/month on fishing
boats. Free transportation I Room &
Board I Male or Female. Get a head
start onthis summerl For employment
prog ram call1-206-545-4155 ext.

A5745

-,
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L! ______ _ __ __ _ ____ _ __ !l
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I $25 . ~bl
I OFF ':J~"
ARCHWAY SKYDIVING CENTRE
City' Airport - Vandalia. IL

1-618-283-4978

1-800-344-4764

"---=
:II
_
DOES
NOT
APPLY
TO GRaup RATES

_______

~

_
Expires
Aprii 30.
1993

Attendant position for employed, professional, active disabled female, 28.
Personal care, chauffeur and household help. Afternoons or ovenight.
Great location: access to major highways, shopping and restaurants.
Please be afemale who is dependable,
honest and wanting more than just a
job. For more information call
821-7011.

I
I

J

LOOKING FOR
AN APARTMENT?

•

,

I

'II

GREEI{ S & CLU BS
RAISE A COOL

$1000

call 436-7046

Needed Immedlatelyll

Guaranteed $400

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!

Two student clubs needed for fall
project. You group GUARANTEED
at least $400.00 must call before
end of term I 1800-932-0528

No obligation. No cost.

Outstanding Part-time opportunities
-for upbeat individuals with great
communication skills. 1st and 2nd
shifts available in clayton and Earth
city. Call Nowl
accountants on call 576-0006

And a FREE
IGLOO COOLER
if you qualify_ Call

1.800-932-0528 t Ext 65

Guaranteed $400
Two student clubs needed for fall
project. Your group fall project. Your
groups GUARANTEED at least $400.
Must call BEFORE END OF TERMI
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 99

Apartment Seardt i. a full-service
apartment locator service represeDting
more than 4{),OOO units throughout the
metropolitan SL Louis area. Our service
is designed to help you find the perfect
apartment to fil YOUT budget and lifestyle--in only a few hOOT! I

IT'S ABSOLUTELY FREE!
Our service is completely free to you. If
we are successful in assisting you in
fmding an apartment, the owner will pay
our comm.i.sioo.

OFFICEASSISTANT- Manufacturer's
rep. office seeking organized parttime person. 30-35 hours per week.
Wordperfect 5.1 and Lotus a must.
Call 961-4959. Brentwood area.

~

PERSONAL FINANCE COURSE
(Fall 1993)

Is it better to lease a car or to buy it?
. What· do I Deed to know to buy a house?
Should I have life insurance? What kind?
.What do I say when I get a call from a stockbroker?
When is it worthwhile to refinance my home mortgage?
Do I need a "will"?

Do you know the answers to the questions above? No
matter what your major is, you will be making financial
decisions for the rest of your life.

FOR RENT
One-bedroom Garden Condos
available for lease right next to UMSL
campus. Fully equipped kitchen, CI
A, pool, central laundry facilrties, receive reduced rent and security deposit. We'll even waive your application fee with cllrren t UMSL 1.0. Call
Crescent Management at 521-1449.

j----------,
THIS AD IS WORTH

INTERNATlONAL
Make money teaching basic conversational English abroad . Japan and
Taiwan. Many provide room & board.
elus other benefits I Make $2,000~4,000+/per month. No previous
training or teaching certificate re- ·
quired. For employment program call:
(206) 632-1146 ext. J5746.
-

RESEARCH
IFORMAlIIN
Ulryest Ubrary of Infonnaticm in U.S.

AT PARK GLEN ECHO :
TOWNHOUSES
I

19.178 TOPICS· AU SUBJECTS
Order Caldlog 10day with V,S<! I Me or GOD

'H!;W~M. 800-351-0222

1 Bedroom $280
All Appliances
w/w Carpet
On Site Management
NC, Gas. Heat
Spiral Stairca~e
Parking, Laundry

Or. rush $2.0010: Research Intormation
1\322 Ic!aho Ave. 12fi:.. A. Los Angeles. CA 9002;

- - -

Dr. Alan P_ Epstein
Chiropractic Physician
*" General Practice
*" AutolWork Injuries
*" Back & Neck Pain
*" Acupuncture
*" Hearing Impaired

by Appointment
Mednorth Building
CALL TODAY
8225 ~. f.lo.~ant ~d.
.
..
Suite 7
office (314) 524-4700
Normandy, Mo 63121 Exchange (314) 424-4786

STOP CLOWNING AROUND
Get Your
Career
On
Track.
Register with Career Placement

Services. Career Placement can help
you find a paid job related to your
degree, while you're still in school!
Career Placement offers: on campus
recruiting; Job Skills workshops;
current job listings; a career library and more. Sophomores and
Juniors can be part of our Co-op and
internship programs and we'll
place Seniors upon graduation.

-_J

308 Woods Hall

553·5111

I
I

L

2550 Lucas & Hunt

.

AFFORDABLE 1 & 2
BEDROOM
APARTMENTS

"FOR SERIOUS
STUDENTS"
15 MINUTES FROM
CAMPUS IN THE
EXCITING
"U CITY LOOP"
.RENT AL BEGINNING
. AT$275/MO

STOVE, REFRIG.,
MINI-BLINDS, H/W
FLOORS, LAUNDRY,
PARKING,
EXCELLENT
SECURITY,

RESIDENT MANAGER.
863-8521
862-7018

Credit Repair
Repossessions
Bad Credit·
Foreclosure
'Need A Credit
Card?

Call
Universal
Group
569-1169

'

BA 295 PERSONAL FINANCE
Mondays &Wednesdays 2:30· 3:45
ROOM 118 SSB
·S'ee your ~dldeDdc 'advisor today!

Then Come In Today
And Try Out Our
"Ne\V"Daily Baked Potato Bar
Only at ...

. • Non.Business majors will ret:cive J hours credit for the course; Business majors must
enroll on a non-crcdit basis.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

___
385-0728
_ _ _ _ _ .......JI

This Fall the School of Business is offering a course
designed to answer your questions about your personal
finances. The course is open to all, and has no
..
prereqUisites. .-'

.

I

$25 OFF OF THE RENT I

EMPLOYMENT

12291 Olive Boulevard
434-3999

Wanted: Full-time nanny for two
year old and newborn in our home in
Normandy-4 blocks from UMSL.
Starting in July. Ideal position for
evening education college student.
Must be mature whh did care experience. Please cal 383-3545.

IN JUST ONE WEEKI

Call the experts!

t·
•

STUDENTSI
EARN CASH
• Donate blood plasma
• $15 first donation, extra $5 whh
appointment
• Up to $120 first month
Alpha plasma Center, 1624 Delmar
Mon.-Sat. 7:30 A.M.-2:30 P.M.
Sun. 9:30 A.M.-2:30 P.M.

-

ILEARN TO SKYDIVEI I
I
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Rodney King Verdict WAR
Discussion Lacks Color
Fear could have been the motivating factor.
Fear could have pJ;Ompted Nonnan Seay and the Office of
Equal Opportunity to sponsor adialogue about the Rodney King
verdict Monday.
Fear could have been the emotion that kept students from
attending that dialogue.
And fear could have been foremost in everyone's mind when
he or she entered that room to discuss the verdict
But fear was definitely not the emotion that was foremost in
the minds of nearly everyone that attended the dialogue.
It was understanding.
Understanding, hope and a desire to work for the goal of
acceptance were what people were considering. An understanding of another point of view was given to all of the participants
in the discussion.
The only negative aspect about that discussion was that there
were only 35 voluntary participants from the campus community.
Thirty-five of 12,<XX> people on the UM-St Louis campus
chose to attend the forum and give their views. One member of
the faculty brought his class to the discussion.
Of the 35 people attending, six were white. 'fhe vice president
of the Student Government Association, three administrators
and two reporters for The Cu"ent were the only white people
there.
The problems discussed were all important and relevant, but
also important is the fact that the only ones voluntarily worldtig
at reducing these problems weren't white.
A black foculty member brought his criminology class to the
forum. All of the students stayed at the discussion, despite the
fact that the dialogue ended after the class period.
The Rodney King verdict mayor may not have been an
injustice. Whether or not that was an injustice is a matter of
individual opinion.
, The rea! injustice" however, is right here on the UM-St. Louis
campus. The fact that real strides are only being made by some
to eliminate the discrimination and fear between races is the real
injustice.

page 3
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working here has been the friends I
havemade--someofwhom I know will
be friends f<r life.
To Christine McGraw: I think the
world of you.. I know you will go far in
life and I wish you the best I will never
forget the first time you came into our
offices. You have really come a 100g
way. There is no limit to what you can
00. That goes forJa.pl too. He's hot! It
has been neat watclring you twa" T~
by Michelle McMmmy
Robin Mayo: I'm so glad we metJ It's
editor
great to have someone to share secrets
Well, it's time to say goodbye after with. Thanks for always being there to
all of these years at UMSL. Sorry, I'm listen. To my buddy Mx Montgomery:
from the old school. I could never get I love you! I know we will always be
used to UM-5L Louis. My time here friends. I always knew things would be
has been the best years of my life, and okay when you would come into the
the worst years of my life. I am feeling office and make fim of me. You will be
so many emotions as I write my final a success! To Alfie Ali: I am sorry
article. I can't believe it is really Ovt7. about so many things that happened. I
First off; I want to thank Jeff Kuchno wish things could have turned out diffor making the suggestioo. that I come ferently. I hope that someday you can
trYThe Current to try newspapex writ- find it in your heart to forgive me. You
ing. It was one of the best decisions I are really a gentleman. To my succeshave made in my life. The best part of sor. Russell Korando, good luck.

you'll need it Being the editlr is a
rewarding experience. In spite of all the
JrOblems I wouldn't have traded it for
the world.
I have so many peq>1c to thank,
who have helped me ochieve my goal
of finishing college. First of
I want
to thank Ms. Issac who was a funner
adviser here. Thank you fix' the en~t you gave me when I returned to school in 1985. Anita
McDonald; thanks foc the enc0uragement in helping me get through math.
To the best neighbcr in the wedel:
Dennis Ayo, thanks for all the times
you helped me with math even when
you were tired and didn't feel like it. I
love you. You mean the world to me.
To Chief John Pickens, and Sandy
MacLean: It's been great wcrting with
you. Sandy, I wouldn't have your job
for anything.
I want to recognize the best department at this University; the Department ofCrintinology and Criminal
Justice. Laurie and Cathy: 1luu::Iks foc

an.

yourpatience! I was always loolcingfor
someone. Deborah Stockhausen, Janet
Lauritsen, William Oliver, and Richard Rosenfeld, you are the best Dora
Schriro, thanks for the encouragement
wbenl started in thernaster's program.
I think you are wonderful and I admire
you. And to Scott Decker: I can't necessarily thank you f<r failing me, but it
gave me a good kick in the pants and
the determination to keep going and
never give up. And last but not least;
Allen Wagner, to you sir, I tip my cap.
I want to publicly thank you and honor
you because you really taught me well.
Were it not for you, I would not have
made it. Thank you from the bottom of
my heart for making a dream come
true.

I wish I could think of something
I don't
know bow to close this or say goodbye.
I am glad it's over. Leaving here is
bittersweet, but it is time to move OIL
Change is what life is all about even
though it sometimes hurts.

JIDfound to say, but I can't

Graduation Thought; Change Takes Courage
The impending graduation and the
subsequent revolution in the course of
their lives is exciting and maybe a little
overwhelming.
Even though the experts say the
by Greg Alben
economy is turning around, the job
columnist
market is still quite bleak. In times of
I still don't know what I was wait- frustration, it seems looking fix' ajob in
St Louis is like fishing in the bathtub.
ing/or,
and my time was running wild in Believe me, I know. I graduated in
January and look where I am.
the indebted streets,
Since graduating and moving out
and every time I thought I got it
of my parent's home, I have faced my
made,
it seemed the taste was not so share of struggles. Life aftel" college is
just as challenging as I had imagined.
sweet.
But even through the le2n times, I
Olanges, David Bowie
know I am better off having taken the
Many college seniors will be fac- first fledgling flight of independence.
Change is as natural to a healthy
ing strange changes in a few weeks.

Elvis Hotline

life as breathing. !tis the building block. blinded by how to reach the destinaof progress. Without change, tha:e can tion, we fail to see the journey is the
destination. The metamorphosis is
be DO evolution.
Since entering what we bedazzled continual.
college studerus mystically refer to as
"Friends, work, leisure, convic"The Real World," I find it odd that I
tions
- man moves in a circle. Happy
did notconsidel' what I had been going
the
man
who can, when need be,jump
through to be real; that it was just an
his
trock
for a wider orbit"
elaborate ~ rehearW for what I
-DagobertD.
Runes
would be ooing in some future life.
What I have come to reaIize is that
Change is an opportunity to groW;
people always feel they are on a jourto
broaden.
In this great labyrinth
ney toward some future goal. but when
called
life,
there
are many choices to be
they reach it. they reaIize it was not the
made.
To
boldly
follow your chosen
all-encompassing joy they thought it
path
despite
what
others
might think is
might be. They begin to look. for
the
most
courageous
thing
a man can
something else and begin to wed: for
that, which would be the new aDSWCLto 00.
all of life's problems. We are so

SGA President Elect Responds; Urges Positive Unity
I read a ratha' critical lea« to the
editor l.ut week. with great concern, mill
would like to take this opportunity to respond to some thinp I found pcticularly
bothersome.

sticker issue again. I was forced to make
restitution through the Office of ViceCbmcellor for Student Affain. I did pay
for my mistake, as we all do. It does not
compare to seXUlll harassment or assault,

ComplainII about polling puliems which are grounds for consideration of
should have been directed at the indepen- ~on.
dent election comnrissimcr, not the StuI don't mind criticism; in fact, I endent Govemmmt officerJ who wee nm- courage it. My door i5 a.lways open and
Ding their campaigna. Any miltake that complaints can be much more effectively
might have occurred durins the last elec- addressed if a student comes into the office
tion irritakd me muchmore than itdid any to ta1k to me one-on-one about it. I still
other stude:nL One cannot b1mne Dave have never met last week's author.
Roither and myself, as we wee obviously
I find it ironic that this author wrote a
forced to keep our distance from the elec- second letter last week aiticizing the factionJrOCUl. Our focus was m meffort to ulty for the unfair parlcing Jriveleges thu
let people know wh.cl we had accom- the system has given them. Where wu h«
plished av« the pat yec and what our letter in support of me when I wu the lone
ideas arc for next yec. How could the student fighting to defeat the Senate p-oauthor of the leUa' feel that my election posal to convert the conv~t student lot
mistake would have had enough of an 'T' to faculty parking last December7
impact to force UI to resign when the
Perllaps what bothered me most wu
election outcome was 309-57
the author's feeling that she wished we had
AA far as addresling the parking lo~t. T Willi the onlv comTllIR leader willinll'

to take respons:ibility and risk criticism
eve:xy week in an attempt to do something
positive for the student body as President
As an unopposed candidate, I could have
taken things for granted and not even
campaigned. But I worked hard to get my
ideas out to the students and to hear whit
they hllCi to say about many, rrumy. issues
on campus. You can criticize my mistakes
and disagree with decisions I make, but if
you question my Jride and dedication to

the student body, I sincerely focI you arc
mistaken. My only wish is to move forward into the next school year and implement the positive leaderJhi.p and progranu
I have been preaching.
Andy Masters, PresIdent-Elect

P.S. Mirthday is the single greatest
day on this campus. My sincere ''hats off"
to the University Program Board mi the
groups wb:! participated.

For Steven Dotson, Get a grip.
It's not like Marge Schott has been
lynched, beaten, and snm gwlned
into submission. Her all white
male peers aren't going to drag her
into hard labor, rape her, and
generally treat her like scum of the
earth for the rest of her life.
The "thought police" are only
requiring that she attend cultural
sensitivity training if she wants to
stay in the game of baseball. It's
kind of like if you're AfricanAmfrican, Asian-American, Native-American and you want to
make it through the school system
you've got to learn a lot about the
Anglo-Saxon culture.
Let's see if Marge has what it
takes to make it through all this
"oppression" with her "good
name" intact See ya at the game.
Linda Belford.
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SLARe from page 1

FORUM from page 1

.CENTER from page 1

year, was also addressed. Riots were
sparlced when the four officers were
charged, but acquitted, of state charges
in the King beating. The civil rights
trial this year was in federal court.
Parallels were drawn between the
Denny beating and the King incident
Some participants said they felt
that the four men charged in the Denny
beating will be more severely punished
than the officers in the King case because they are African-Americans,and
the four officers are white.
"What I would like to see is these
men employ the same defense the p0lice officers had," said Anthony Gray,
a senior business administration major.
He said the officers said they thought
their lives were in danger, and were

trying to protect themselves from King. fieers' motivation may have been class
The discussion turned to what par- . discrimination.
ticipants saw as problems the AfricanParticipants also started to address
American race has historically en- issues such as racism, prejudice and
countered with law enforcement offi- discrimination. Instead of dwelling on
cials.
past issues, however, people began to
''Weknow aboutchases thatpeop1e offer possible solutionS to those pr0bpeople lead police on. What are the lems.
results in tenns of actual beatings?"
Swdents suggested that dealing
Windom asked. "It's very seldom - this with people based on their actioos, not
is something that happens more to black their appearances, is most important.
One student said that the actions of
people than to white people. "
Roitherreplied to Windom's state- both sides need to be consicbed, not
ment by relating a story of a friend's just the actions of one group compared
father who suffered a beating similar to to the actions of the other.
King's, but was white. He said he felt
"If you have one part of your socithe possible reason that King was beaten ety in the gutter, and you have one foot .
was not his color, but the way be was in tb? gutter. and you are holding that
dressed. Roither suggested that the of- pan of society down with your foot,
then you have one <tirty foot," said
sophomore Martin Covington, a p0litical science map.
The discussion ended with Burris
reminding
everyone in the room that
•
Special
Discounts
to
Staff
&
• 1 & 2 Bdrm. Garden Apts.
forums such as Monday' s areimpOOant,
Students of UMSL
• Electric Stove & Refrig.
• Easy Access to Future Light
but that everyday interaction is crucial
• Swimming Pool
Rail System
to the success of the ideas presented at
• Laundry F acility
thefonnn.
Southwest Corner of
Scruggs agreed with Burris, "Don 't
Hwy. 70 And North Han/sy
leave here and let it drop. Don '1 fumble
the ball It's 100 important It's your
life, it's your children's lives."

Crystal Garden Apartments

426-7667

FIRST M()NTH'S RENT FREE

used to identify and characterize
defects in silicon wafers for the
purpose of malring better computex
chips, be said.
Otherpractical applications that
Feldman said will be researched at
the centex include scratch-resistant
diamond-like coatings for windshields, computex hard disks and
SWlglasses, and the bonding of additives in oils to metal surfaces that
might make car engines last longer.
"Anyone who works on electronic materials (X' electronic devices where knowledge is at the
molecular or atomic level is qualified to become a member of the
center," Feldman said.
UM-St Louis and Washington
University physicists, chemists,
engineers and scientists from
Monsanto, McDonnell-Douglas,
MallinckrcxltandMEMCElectronic
Materials will all use the new center.
InteraCtion among local industry and the university is one of the
unique goals of the UM-St. Louis
Center for Molecular Electronics,
Feldman said. He said that although

there is a national trend of establishing centers similar to the one
planned, the location of UM-St
Louis in a metropolitan area allows
more corporations to be involved.
Bob Samples, Director of UniversityCommunications, said funds
for the centf'J" will come from the
federal government after Rep. William Clay worked to get funding in
Washington D.C.
"The funding agencies have
been encouraging the fonnation of
centers because that's an effective
way of promoting science and
technology," said Feldman.
The three-story center will be
added to the north side of Benton
Hall's west wing and will consist of
nearly 16,(0) square feet for offices
and labs. Schematic designs show
that the construction will not affect
Bugg lake or the Science Center
quadrangle.
Feldman said the university will
request bids in August that will be
submitted to the UM Board ofCurators for approval in October. Construction is expected to be completed by July 1995.

used efficiently in the past.
"We have undel'-utilized space. It
offset the income of the building," said
Schuster.
He added that art students who had .
previously used classrooms in the
building complained about a lack of
space.
'!bey were Wlhappy with the space
and everything just seemed to fit togetht7," said Schustfr.
Covington said money from the
rent will be allocated to the costs of
remodeling to comply with the American Disabilities Act
Covington said costs of the compliance with the ADA will toIal $2.2
milli~Shesaid~ori~y,oruy

$150,(0) was going to be funded from
the Slale.~slatioo hassinceapproved
about one-half of the money to be
funded from the state for compliance
costs.

Schuster said there are possibilities
for the project to be fully funded, but
that those possibilties will have to detem1ined through legislation.
'There have been complaints the
presence of SLARC in the Blue Metal
Office Building, though.
James Ii Halm,associate professc:x
and interim director of electrical engineering, said there are disturbances
caused by the patients that disrupt
classroom activity.
"1 think the operation of an academic program is incompanble with
the operation for a daycare for retarded
adults in a small building," he said.
"[~m activity] requires concentration. We need a peaceful and
quiet environment that we don' t have
Space in the Blue Metal Office
Building is now used by The Curreni,
the CODpel"ative graduate engineering
program with Rolla, the university for
storage space and the SLARC daycare

1(eesee & Leonard
Attorneys at Law
4144 Lindell Blvd. Ste. S06
St. Louis, MO 63108
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Hannegan's
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applications or t e
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Evening
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THE CURRENT

Softball RiverwoDlen's Final Grades Are In For 1993 Season
by Pete DIcr1splno
Current sports reporter
The UM-St. Louis winter session
is coming to an end and all the final
grades will be given. The same goes for
the UM·Sl Louis softball team. Aftez
seeing the team play a few games,

covering them 00 a weekly basis for
The CurrenJ, writing their press re>leases fortbe Spcm Infmnatioo Office,
and calculating their statistics aftez
every game, I feel it's time for me to
give the team a report card on bow the
they faired this season.
First we will go wilh the overall
team grade. Considering that the
Riverwomen finished the season last
year with a record of 13-30, this year's
record of 23-20 heading into the Mid·
America Intercollegiate Athletics Association tournament last weekend was
an imIIOVement. The team added a
great deal of skill with the addition of
such transferplayezs as Colleen Duffin,
Erin Hmt, and Dina WhelcheL The
ladies played just about every game to
the extent of their abilities, but errors
cost them a few close games. The
Riverwomen committed 81 errors
during the regular season. The hitting
and pitching, on the othet hand, was
very consistent When afew playezs hit
slwnps, others were there to pick them
up.
When assigning the team's overall

AllThings
MustEnd
by Jack C. Wang
sports editor

Time truly does fly when you are
having fun I
A semester has come and gone,
and my career 81 The CurreN ends
with it It seems it was just yesterday
that I first came to The CurreN after
Russell Korando asked me if I was
interested in writing sports. I latel"
became the associate spottS editor~
and when Russellmoved up to managing editor last semester, I took his
place as sports editor.
Scary thought, itsn'tit? Imagine,
just starting out and within several
months being in charge of getting
reporters their beats, making sure that
you know of events happening ovez
at Malt: Twain, and spending time
talking with the coaches and the
players.
Laying out the sports page every
week was an adventure. Imagine
working on a computer late nightsand I do mean late nights - on the
weekend to make sure the pape1' was
ready for print by Sunday night
Just banging out 81 the ~ was
iuDJn ~" . I
~ J
'But DOW, as the semester wiOOs
down, so dOes my career at UM-St
Louis. I'll be graduating this May,
and then I'll have to start looking for
ajob in the real world. I can't believe
I'm saying this, but! will miss the life
of a college student. Being a student
and working at The Current are things
that I've been taking for grantedlately.
Now it will be gone, and believe it or
not, I'm going to miss it
Over the past year, r ve learned a
lot about reporting and dealing with
people every day. It's something I
hope to put to good use in the future,
when hopefully I'll be working as a
sports reporter fa" a televisioo station
somewhere in America.
Because this is the last column of
opinioo I'll ever have in Wang's
World (thanks for the title, Russl),
there are many people who I would
like to thank for making everything
possible.
Frrstofall. l' dlike to thankeveryooe involved with the athletic depart.
ment ovez in the Mark. Twain Building. The coaches deserve a lot of

final grade, I had to take into account
thattheymadetheplay-offsfocthefirst
timein fouryears. Focthatachievement.
plus a record that is 10 games bettez
than last year, theRiverwomenreceive
aBasateam.
Now for the individual grades.

A's
Three players received an A+ and
one received an A-.
CatcherDina Whelchel Jed the team
in batting, with a .362 avernge, and in
slugging percentage (.465). Sheranked
first in runs scored (31) and doubles
(8). She also helped mold the pitching
staff, which finished with a 1.64 earned
run average as a team. Whelchel is an
experienced leader who deserves an
A+.
Freshman shortstop Nicole Christ
also received an A+. She led the team
in hitting for most of the year and is
currently 81358. She leads the team in
~hitswith~andis~ndinIWlS

scored with 26. She was very relaxed as
a freshmen and should only get bett.ez

in the years to come.
The final A+ belongs to pitcher
Kelly Childs. What else can be said
about this senior right-hander. She is
11-7 with an earned run average of
1.88, she leads the team in innings
pitched and she never seems to get
tired. Kelly ended her career in fine
fashion.

The A· goes to second-basemen
Erin Hwt. A transfez from Southwest
Missouri State, Hwt filled a great need
in the infield. She leads the team in
RBIs (24) and stolen bases (9). She hit
a consistent .286 and committed ooly
nine ernJl'S in the field.

B's
Infielder StephanieAde1mann hita
good .283 and filled in at various spots
in the lineup. She played first·base for
the first time this year and played it
well, making only one em:r.
Pitcher Jill Stockdale, who pitched
great thrOughouttheseason, was indeed
a tough luck loser, losing many games
because her team didn 'tscore any runs.
Stockdale led the team in strikeouts
with 98 and has a record of 9-1 O. Keep
your head up, Jill.
Left-fielder Gina Cooksey got off
to a super start but fell into a tailspin
toward the end of the year. She is still
hitting .280 and plays great defense.
Centerfielder Colleen Duffin, like
Cooksey, got off to a great start but hit
aslwnpduringthe~ Duffin might
be the best defensive outfielder in the
conference. She fInished the regular
sea<!OIl at 277.
I<

See GRADES, page 7

Gina Cooksey

Rivermen Bounce Back,
Contend For MIAA Crown
by Cory SChroeder
associate sports editor

',a,.. •

praise because, not cnly do they have
to deal with the pres!Rl1'eS of trying to
build a winning program, they must
also deal with the media Thanks go
out to coaches Rich Meckfessel Jim
Brady, BobbiMorse, Tom Redmond,
Ken Hudson, Carl Walker, Pam
Steinmetz, Denise Silvester, Harold
Brumbaugh, Mary Liston. Wayne

Gholson and their respective assistants. These people deserve a lot of
credit foc talking to me and my re-porten even when they might not
have wanted to speak to the media.
A special note of thanks goes to
JeffKuclmo, the UM-St Louis spms
information director fCl' helping me
tremendously in getting information
for the stories that we write every
week.
Most of
I'd like to thank the
staff of The CIlI'nN foc putting up
with me. It's been great to work

an.

alongside people such as Michelle,
Russell, Bill, Alfie, Matt, Jason,
Christine, Marcus, both Brads, Dana,
Greg, Clint, Pete, both Amys, Tom,
Dave, Brent, Krista, and especially
my associate sports editor, Cory
Schroeder. Cory will be taking over
the job of spcrts editor next year
(good luck, dudel).
Good luck to lOOse graduating.
For those who haven't yet ~
this point - hang in there. You 'n
reach it soonl See ya in the funny

papers.

..1

~ ~,~

Photo:Atfie M. Ali

Despite losing their opening game
of the Mid-America Athletic Association Baseball tournament, the UM-St
Loois mm' sbaseball team has reacbei:l
~ championship round.
With only two wins needed to be
crowned MIAA champions, the
Rivermen were ready to square off
with Emporia State, who got the bettec
of them in the first game on April 23.
However, the rains came down Saturday evening and both games for the
championship were re--scheduled for
today.
''The rain delay won't have a pro-

Junior shortstop Jeremy Ragan rounds third base after hitting a home run
against Central Missouri State in Saturday's game.The Rivermen defeated the Mules 15-11.

See MIAA, page 7

Newcomer Bolstered Women's Tennis
by Cory C. Schroeder
associate sports editor

Depth on the UM-St Louis
women's tennis team had been an
unknown wordtmtilfreshmanlB.uren
Klaili joined their ranks.
Klaski, who played the numbez
onesingIesJX)Sition fer her high &:0001
(Nerinx Hall), has made an immedi-

I

I

atelIDpacttorthe1<lverWOmendesp1te
having not played a single set for a
year.
"I was impressed with her game,"
Riverwomen head coach Pam
Steinmetz said . "Even though she
hasn't had the benefit of practice. "
With the benefit of a seventh
player, Steinmetz has been able to
shake up theseedings to accommodate

whoever has the hot hand. Kla.ski has
pushed her way up, occas:ionaly playing the fourth-seed position and has
added strength to third doubles team.
"With Lauren (Klaski), we have a
lot of parody among our four, five, and
six positions," Steinmetz said. "These
players are very competitive, and play
at the same level, which can cause a lot
of problems for other teams. ..
Agamst PnnClPUl COllege College
(April 6), Klaski made her debut a
gritty one by giving her opponent a
scare before eventually faltering 7-5,
6-3. She was noticeably fatigued after

1

theootcome,complainingofback~

but went on tojoinjtmior Yvonne Bras

See KLASKI, page 7

Photo:Atfie M. All

Lauren Klaskl

Baseball Coach Brady On Verge Of 200 Wins
by Jack C. Wang
sports editor

Rivezmen head coach Jim Brady is
close to a achieving a goal that he could
probably only dream about when he
first started coaching.
Brady is just one win away from
gaining his 200th career win.
"I haven't even though about it."
Brady admits. "My focus is on this
weekend (MIAA Tournament)."
What's even more amazing about
Brady is that he bas never endured a
losing season in his eight years as a
bead coach. Brady has amassedacareer
record of 199-139-3.
Brady also laughed at the notion of
getting his 200th career win. "It means
I'm starting to get old,"Brady said with

See BRADY, page 6

RIVERME

Current file photo

SMILIN': Rivermen head baseball coach Jim Brady currentfy has
career record of 199-139-3.
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UM-St. Louis Sports Year In Review
•

UzSquibb
Andy Runzl

Carmen Uorico

Mter considering how to highlight the 1992-93 UM-St Louis
sports season, Cory and I couldn't think: of a interesting way to sum
up the year. Then, I got the idea of showing what happened this
season. We decided to feature some of the seniors on UM-St. Louis'
sports teams. Congratulations and good luck to all the seniors ·
student-athletes! .
-Jack C. Wang
sports editor

-Cory C. Schroeder
associate sports editor

BRADY from page 5
a laugh. "If we get the next three wins

Blaine Shetley

Craig Frederking

in a row, it will be extra special"
Brady also deflected sume of the
credit to his players. it means I've had
some great players ova the last eight
years." he said. "Good players make

Mike Moore

------------------------------.

good coaches."
Jim Brady's career in baseball in-
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His coaching career began at
Southwest Missouri State, where he
served as assistant coach and helped
the Bears to bock-to-back appearances
in the Division II national tournament
in 1977 and 1978.

Brady came to UM-St Louis in
1984. whac he saved as pitching
coach. That season, the Rivermen
posted the lowest ERA in the MIAA
Brady was named bead coach in 1986
to replace Jim Dix. He alsu helped

coach theNooh squad at the U.s.National Baseball Trials in Hempstead,
Florida in Novemlx% 1991. Brady was
one of only 15 coaches picked by the
United States Baseball Federation &0
help coacb at the trials. whicbcoosist.ed
of .ninety players from around the
COWltry. The trials wac he1d to help
selecttheplayasthatmadeupthel992
U.s. Olympic baseball squad that participated in Barcelona.
Wllh the Rivermen just two wins
away from winning the MIAA t0urnament, Brady is loalcing fix two straight
wins. '"The magi; numberis20 I,"Brady

said.
It would be a great milestone foc
Brady if he could win the tournament
and savoc his 200 wins at the same
time. "Two hundred wins will be
something to savor," Brady said. "It
will be the frosting on the cake." .

The UM-St. Louis

Alumni Association
Invites You To Attend
A Night With The

_ _ TM

Friday, May 14,-1993
St. Louis Cardinals vs. Florida Marlins
Game Time -7 :35 p.m.
$9.50

You are also invited to a
Pregame Reception - 5:45 p.m.
-Adults - $30 (includes game ticket)-Children 12 and under - $20 (irlcludes game ticket)-Children 3 anp under - free-

Busch·Stadium Centerfield Picnic Area
. (Picnic-Style Fried Chicken, Bratwurst,
Potato Salad. Chips. Beer and Soda.)

i

Tickets Avallable In The University .
.Bookstore & 426 Woods Hall .
This wiD be the rust Hme the florida Matins will be in St. louis. All fans wW receive a .
commemorative COllectors pin from Coca-cola at the gate.
Fot evety ticket purchased, you will be entered In a dtawlng to pallclpale
In an on-field ceremony before the game.
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KLASKI from page 5
for the doubles match, contributing
strong serves for their ~ 1,6-3 win.
"I was getting my serves in,"Klaski.
said. "Which provided me with bettf7
chances."
The second match of Klaski's
college tennis caret2" mi.rrm:d the first,
except this time the score read in hez
favor. Appearing rusty from her year
layoff; sometimes and totally dominating othez times, led to KIaski's lopsided~7,~O, 7-6 victory in her singles
match against Webster University. The
match included two tie-breakers, which
went in favoc of Klaski
"Lauren started to lose her confidence in the second match,"
Steinmetz said "But, she was able to
overcome that and regain her focus."

page 7
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K1aski struggled toward the end of
season losing three matches, but managed to win hex final match against
Maryville convincingly, 6-3, 6-3.
''I just want to be able to play
competitively," Klaski said. "I'll be
back next year."

••

••

Young Men~ Retreat
Scriptural approach to the
. Spiritual Exercises of
st. Ignatius
An Experience in Solitude
Fr. Frank Cleary. S.J. retreat director
Thurs. Evening, May 20 until Wed., May 26 at supper
Grants Available ... Fr. Jerry Kelly, C.M. (644-0266)
or Fr. Bill Lyons (385-3455)

OutfielderJeriMass, who struggled
through her sophomore searon after a

freshmen season, still managed
to led the team with two home runs and
knocked in 14 runs in limited action.
The team needs her bat to come alive
next year.
Outfielder Jenny Sinclair, a parttime player who added depth off the
bench, added leadership to the youngez
players and hit .240.
Third-basemen Sharon Payton
played a steady third base even though
her 20 errors led the team. Payton is a
quiet leader who im 't afraid to help the
team any way she can.
Outfielder AngieKaigbin struggled
early in season with the'bat, but came
on towards middle of season to raise
her average to.208. She needs to improve on hitting to be the everyday
right-fielder next year.
great

Firstbasemen Beth Palisch is pr0bably the best fielding first baseman in
the league. Although she hit only .091
and was used only as a defensive replacement, she was a very important
player.
Finally, I give Coach Harold
Brumbaugh a B+ for getting good recruits and making the play-offs. I give
him a little extra bonus for putting up .
with 14 women all year. Just joking
ladies.
I would like to thank all the ladies
for their time when 1interviewed them.
They were extremely kind to a reporter
who wasalwaysasking them questions.
Remember, this report card is the
opinion of this reporter and should not
be taken to heart by the players. Thanks
for a great season of covering
Riverwomen softball.

FINALS from page 1
them earned. "He was
phenomenal,"Brady said "He got into
a zone and he got on a roll. He pitched
like he was possessed."
The offense helped Shetley as well
The Rivermen went long ball twice,
with Jeremy Ragan and Bob Mutansky
going yard.
Meanwhile, Emporia State beat

Central Missouri State 7-6, thus setting
up a rematch against the Rivennen.
Brady expects agreat game. 'They (the
players) are ready to play," Brady said
"There is no question that they are
ready. One oftheir goals was to win the
MIAAand now we are in position to do
that. "

fl CHILD CARE
The University Child Development Center offers a School
Age Summer Camp program for children of
UM-St. Louis faculty, staff, and students.
Full time and part time openings for
childrensix to ten years of age.
Contact Lyn Navin at 553-5658

Apartment: $285
Heat Included!! 1 bedroom, 2 room emciency, new appliances,

new carpet, some furnished. 6 month or 1 year lesse. $285-$295.
OR a 2 bedroom, 1 bath apartment: $315·$350.

381·8797 Bermuda Heights
Normandy

-

7738 Springdale

• FREE TEST, with immediate results detects
pregnancy 10 days after it begins.
• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING &
ASSISTANCE. All services are free
and confidential.

8
1.1

Birthright Sir", 1971

Brentwood•.• 962·5300 St. Charles • ••..••. 724-1200
Ballwin ••••• 227·2266 South City•••••••• 962-3653
Bridgeton .•• 227.8775 Midtown. ........ 946-4900

MIAA from page 5
found effect," coach Jim Brady said.
"We'll be ready to play."
Hopes of reaching the championship were almost diminished in the first
game when the Rivennen were stung
by the Homets17-5. Bad tidings began
in the first inning when Rivennen third
baseman Todd Kunz attempted to create
a hit and run play by bunting, but the
pitch was outside and the base runner,
shortstop Jeremy Ragan, was nailed by
a mile, sliding into third base.
"It was a botched hit and run play,
so I didn't get a good jwnp," said
Ragan.
Matt Logeais, the starting pitcher
for the Rivermen, gave up eight runs
before being pulled for reliever Trevor
Wolfe who didn't fare much bettf7
with the defense collapsing behind him.
Wolfe allowed three runs when Shane
Pierce slugged a three-run blast over
the center field fence.
"I thought 1 threw good in the
bullpen."Wolfe said. "But, I came out
and threw a breaking ball to him
[Pierce], and he hit it over the wall."
A total of five home runs, including a grand slam and 19 hits were given
up by Rivermen pit.chexs.

at bats. Wilson had been struggling,
and I wanted to get Moriarty 's bat in the
line up."
Moriarty responded well to being
thrown cold into the fire by smashing a
double, scoring two runners.
"We came up with hits with runners
in scoring position," Moriarty said.
All-American pitcher Todd Runzi
showed why be's the ace of the staff,
allowing the Bearcats only one run on
ten hits. Runzi pitched out of trouble
several times, even escaping a bases
loaded jam in the fourth inning.
"I got hit around, but I kept the ball
over the plate," Runzi said. "Our guys
made the plays defensively."
After beating Southwest Baptist,
the Rivennen came back Saturday to
win a war against the Central Missouri
State Mules. UM-SL Louis was down
10-8 going into the fifth inning but
Mutnansky led the charge with a threerun home run. Mutnansky has been a
hitting machine throughout the tournament, going eight-for-ll, with five
RBI's.
"I'm getting a lot more at bats,"
Mutnansky said. "I was in a little slump
at the end of the season, but I'm seeing

''The grand slam really broke our
back," Brady said.
Brady was hoping to save his
bullpen for the long haul of the tournament but was forced to use four

the ball gre<l1. "

pitchers in relief.
''We just didn't get it done," Brady
said. ''We carne in with the bestpitching
in the conference and we didn't get it
done today. They executed; wedidn'L
That's the bottom line."

You're invited to visit US and see the
exciting line of all new Acuras from
the "fun to drive" Sporty mtegras and
"exclusively engineered" Vigors to the
"luxury perfonnance" Legends!

Mter the devastating loss, the
Rivennen, perhaps seeking vengeance,
did a complete turnaround the next day
by thrashing the Southwest Baptist
University Bearcal:s 9-1. Brady decided
a change was in order and he moved
team batting leader Kuntz to the leadoff position in the batting order and
benched slumping catcher Jason Wilson in order to insert hot-hitting sophomore Brian Moriarity who came on at
the end of the season.
"r wanted to shake things up,"
Bnrly said. "I put Todd (Kuntz) in the
leadoff position so he would get more

Editor Needed
For The
Evening Tide
a newaletter
published by the Evening
College Council.

_1993 INTEGRA 3-DOOR GS
A/C, AM-FM, caoeue . . . " power wiDdowI, power moamoaf,
.arHoc::k brakca, __ ~, ADd 1DIIdI_

Only at:

Ask about our
Special College Grad y ate
purcJuue tmd lease programs.

• Earn college credit
• Need excellent writing,
editing and computer skills
(or willing to learn)
• News background a plus
• Creative thinker
• Self-starter
• Strong verbal corrununlcation skills
• Photography experience a
plus
• Must have interest in
Ev~ning College activities

Call 553-5873 and ask

for Carol in order to
set up your interview.

The game included a controversial
homerun by Ragan, which appeared 10
sail foul of the left field foul pole.
"I didn't watch it," Ragan said.
"The only thing that's important is that
they counted it"
A controversial home run was
followed later by a bench-clearing incident, in which Brady, and Mules'
head coach Dennis Woody had to be
restrained.
"That gave us the fire we needed,"
Mutnansky said."Their fans had been
riding us the whole gaine."
With achampionship O"own within
a hand's reach, the Rivermen must
defeat Emporia State today to force a
second game. The Rivermen lost their
first game, which was cause for the
need to beat Emporia State twice. Their
17 -5 loss to the Hornets in the first
game will be set heavily upon their
minds.
'We've come through so far,"
Bnrly said. 'We're going to stay with
the new battingordcr, and ChrisDumm
will be ready to pitch the first game."
This story contains information provided by sports reporter Mike Hayes
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TwoAlphaxiDe~asTstersparticipateinthe

Photo: Bill Ross

three legged race at Greek Week festivities.

Photo: Michelle McMurray

Film director Spike lee caused 8 mound of oontroversy
when he ordered news cameras turned off at an
apperance at UM-St Loui&

Pol~icaI figures such as Jesse Jackson visited St. Louis during this past
election year.

Bill Clinton was ushered in as the new President.
Clinton made several stops in 5t. Louis.

Students enjoyed a oomplimentary ride on the Metro-Unk. It will have two
stops at UM-St. Louis.

Photo:

Photo: Mie M. Ali

Get

ForVour

Steve's Off-Campus BO.okstore .
will pay top dollar for your
used textbooks! '
Steve's Off-Campus Bookstore will open May 3 at:

8519 Natural Bridge Road
until June 1, when they move to their new,
. permanent location at:

If y'o u're planning on taking one
of these tests, plan to take Ka-plan ·first.
We know the test-taking strategies and
content that students need to score
much higher on stand'ardized tests.
And we can teach them to you.
For more information call 997-7791 .

KAPLAN

The INIIIw... to the t ... .,..uon.

.8451 Natural Bridge Road
(across from Breakaway Cafe) ,

Steve's Off-Campus
Bookstore
540-3058 or 542-0421

•
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Photos by: Dave Floyd and Michelle Lawson

Artist, Todd Bauman displayed his talent by spending the afternoon .
drawing students such as David Garner.
.

Brad Panassow enjoyed being stuck to the velcro wall at Mlrthday.

The dunking booth was one of the favorite attractions. Many
students were able to get revenge on The Current editor,
Michelle McMurray.

Angle Laster, James McW1l11ams, Darryl Blair, and Sebrlna Bellamy
make sweet harmonies In the "Sing and Be a Star."

THE NEWMAN HOUSE

Lucas-Hunt
V illag e 5lP5l~'TM'E~'TS

Wishes You AGreat Summer!

From Home

'We Continue To Meet for Mass
Throughout Th~ Summer
(:As A Matter Of fact Ve Meet

for Mass Ev~r1J S1.lncia1J Ev<zning
ItegardlzBB Of Vh~therSchool

To School

Is In Session Or Not)

You're In vited
l~ass

~

13egins At

6:00f.M ..
A t The Newman House
6200 Natural13riage
ltd.
(just south of Natural Bridg~

ltd. - Near Ben ton Hall)

· mInu
· t es!•
In
Plus ...
Free Heat & Hot Water

$

• Pool
-Tennis Courts
.10 Laundly Rooms
-Cable Available

-Outdoor Fitness Troll
-Clubhouse
-Garage & Carports
-Bus Stop on Complex
-Private EntIy Gate

Beat The Fall Rush. Apply Today!
IpUT IN APPUCATION NOW AND WCK IN THE CURRENT RENTAL RATEI·

Lucas - Hunt Village
Rental Office: 381-0550
5303 Lucas-Hunt Rd.
at Interstate 70

IE.

~~' .

~

l

-I'

"",orpo",uJ

We care about you ...
from design to management

Directions: From Hwy. 70. go north
on Lucas-HunL 1/4 mile. Left side.
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Hail To The Geek Gods
by Will Fartsomora

Security measures have been
stepped up in what was furmerly

called the "stage" in the
Undermound.
The geek system, made up of
three wbororities and three paternities, have formally changed the
name of the the raised section in
the middle of the Undermound
into the "altar." All non-geeks
passing the altar must bow down
before the geeks, or must make an
offering.
"Money is preferred, but any
kind of alcohol or gift certificates
for Lord and Taylor will be accepted," said Dick Rifler, former
president of Delta Iota Kappa
(DIK) paternity.
''The geek system has always
been plagued with abuse from administrators and the campus newspaper. Everyone on this campus
needs to know that they owe us
geeks just for being here, and this
is the first step in showing us that
appreciation," said Wean TackleHer, president of Rho Alpha Pi

Epsilon (RAPE) paternity.
To keep non-geeks from getting
onto the altar, security guards have
beenhired. Students must be able to
show scars from hazing to be admitted.

"We paid our dues during ou:..
dredge semesters and now we are
reaping the benefits," said Handy
Mastwbator, DlK member and
president-elect of Stupid Greedy
Assholes (SGA).
"We don 'twantanymxlesirables
intruding on our sovereign soil,"
said Smelli Hairs, president of
spamhellarsenic, theinter-whorority
council andmemberofTaulota Tau
(TIT) whorority. "If they want to
socialize with us, they should have
joined when they had the chance."
Blob Smallfeels, director of s0cial activities, said the geeks were
en:ri tied to do whatever they wanted
''TIley contribute so much to the
campus that the least we can do is
give them the altar. I wanted to go
ahead and give them the
Undermound, but those damn nongeeks would do something stupid
and try to get me fired," he said.

Spackle That Crack

Groupies Do Wonders For
Baseball Team's Morale

ExtracurricularActivities
Of SGA Exposed
The men of The Current before testosterone turned them into the he-men
they are today. Can you figure out who's who?

SGA Scandal
by Spacey Hardass

It
was

wr. a hot summer night. I

on my beai at Clemeiltmes, a

popular gay leather bar in Soulard.

•

As I sat sipping on a seltzer, interviewing one of the bar's patrons, I
nearly fell off my stool when I
spotted Handy Masturbator and
Slave Writher at adaIk. back corner
table, sucking on each other's
fingers. I was very pleased to see
some of the members of the Stupid
Greedy Assholes (SGA) there, and
I wentoverto say reno. As I crossed
the room, out of the little girls'
room stepped none other than Frill
Hoss, SGA cocktrollerl Decked
out in a sequined gown, platform
shoes, and of course, a bandana
tied around his/her head to hide
that annoying receding hairline,
Frill was definately a true vision of
beauty.
I linked my arm throughFrill's,
and we wentovertositwiththe two
lovers at the back ofthe bar. Handy

was sitting provocatively with his
leather and lace boa wrapped around
Slave's naked chest. For the first
time, I noticed that Writher was
wearing nothing but a pair ofleather
riding chaps, matching cowboy hat
and boots, and nipple rings. Handy
then began to live up to his name,
and we all sat and watched as he
proved the rumors we all had been
hearing.
The night dragged on, and I
silently watched as Frill fondled my
leg under the table. I tried to explain
that I wasn't interested, but she/he

persisted. Thankg~thatM.ike
Queen showed up in a hot little
spandex number that blew Frill's
mind away. With his/her attention
drawn away from me fora mOment,
I took the opportunity to escape. I
never did get to finish the interview
I had started, but I was finally enlightened to the way that one can get
things done on campus.

smack dab in the batter's masculinity.
Miss Won't has not gone without
making her own effect It is said that
she provides a means of transportation
for assistant cooch Lenny Tummeover
There is a fine line between being to and from every game. The athletic
a followex ofbaseball and a follower of department must have really boosted
the baseball team. Annie Won't and their budget this year since they are
Cindy Road Hazard definitely fall un- providing chauffeurs forcooches. Now,
if Miss Won't can actually get him
der the category of the latter.
•
It all started when Miss Won't and there on time.
Let us not forget what the duo has
Miss Road Hazard were working the
concession stand at the horne game. done for the team's morale. The team
Desperate times were at hand, you see and the ladies attend parties well into
they were out of hot dogs. Well,Miss the night, but the players always come
Won't took it upon herself to rectify the to practice early in the morning with
situation by approaching the team's smiles on their faces. Ah, the power of
bench and exclaiming "I need wieners female companionship.
It seems Miss Road Hazard's best
now!"
As the story goes, nothing is sacred chance for employment is as a physical
in the men's locker room anymore. trainer. She is always willing to lend a
The word "Men's," which is posted on helping hand with any application of
the outside door, has an attachment ice or ointments. She is dedicated to
underneath it that reads "and Cindy treating all sorts of conditions.
Miss Won't should seriously conand Annie." For being such an old .
sidercoacbing
third base. After all, she
sport, baseball seems to have become
does
have
the
best
signals and the playvery liberal
ers
seem
to
respond
really well to whatIt seems Miss Won't and Miss
Road Hazard have not only made ever motion she gives them.
We are not sure where the team
themselves fixtures among the shower
cUIta:ins but also as onlookers at home would be without the ladies' presence
baseball games. Once, while Miss Road athomegames-orarewe? All of that
Hazard was attempting to show pitcher aside, the two deserve medals of merit
Stan Chinchilla her femininity, Chin- for going beyond the call of duty as
chilla hurled a wild fastball that landed baseball fans.

by Ferris "Tell It how It Is"
Beuhler
associate ed~or of the oldest sport
there is

.Bird's eye Bashed

by Rush Dacommle
America's #1 Limbaugh fan
This column space bas been
exploited for an entire semester by
an all-knowing, tree-hugging, ~
fessional otter-scrubber named Brad
Touche. This pathetic pro-everything
chaotic man is the perfect example
of irresponsible journalism.
First of all, he admits to living
with a woman to whom he is not
manied (tskl tsld). Then he goes so
far as to say gays should be allowed
in the miltaryl What is he thinking?
1'm sure if a great leader like Bush or

Rush Limbaugh were in power, we'd
have none of that nonsense allowed
in newspapers.
We Americans need to be protected from radical thinkers who disguise themselves as intelligent They
are dangerous to our very existence!
That's why we need government
monitoring of our liberal press. Next
thing you know, Tou<:.M will be trying to tell us that women have every
righ~ to be equal to menl Hey, we
need someone at home to cook, clean
and reproduce. What's wrong with
the way u's been for the past 300
years?
Touche tries to tell people that
everything should be made available,
and that if we, the American people,
don't want it, we have the choice tu

See COMMIE, page 11

The Unofficial, Official Products
Of The Cunent Staff
Official cigarrette: Marlboro Lights
Official mixed drink: Bourbon and Coke
Official card game: Poker
Official question: Who's all up there?
Official statement: Let's meet at The Current
Official beer: Bud Light
Official CD: Pet Shop Boys, "Discography"
Official condom: Trojan with nonoxynol-9
Official tampon: OB
Official soda: Diet Coke
Official food: Ramen Noodles
Official bed: The Couch
Official make-out place: the Editors office
Official hang-out place: Uncle Chunkies
Official restaurant: The Breakaway Cafe
Official game: Tetris
Official saying: "Ekallent"
Official complaint: ''What's wrong with this
f**kin~

comnuter!"

"In the middle of the stockroom on
top of a bed w~hin Chesterfield
Mall's Famous Barr store, while I
was at work. ~

• Adam Brewer
Junior

"I think that's a personal thing between the two individuals involved:
- Charles French
Senior

"Well, I've never had sex
before but I know that I
will eventually have to
explain it to my sevenyear-<>Id son Stephen:
- Shirtey (Candy) Ousley

"Raquetball courts. About a
year ago, it was the middle of
a sunny day, everyone was
out, but no one saw us. It was
totally intense."
- Gina Cirillo
Sophomore
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Trialoffer Hinders Campus Media
by Mary J. Wauna
staff smoker
Bob Trialoffer, news hound for T~
Current and UM-Sore Losers (yearigh~
my ass), informally anmtm:ed today
that he will 00 longeI give press releases
(at least on time) foruseofT~Current. .
Trailoffer said it is a punishment to
The Current for not covering
unnewsworthy events he deems impor-

tant.
"It does oot matter what that papa:
thinks, I run the media on this campus.
Now I am going to punish the whole
school and not release anything," he

said.
Do you taU me for such a fool
To think I made contact
With the one who tries to hiik
What he don't kntM to begin with
Bob Dylan, ''Positively 4th Street"
An associate said there may be ulteriormotives to TrailoffeI' sunexpected
move.
"He wants The Spoof, evening
college pages of boring press releases.
to take over The Current as the univeIsity paper even though it is worthless,"
said UM-Sore Losers tattle-tale Jane
Narc.
UMSL staff SIX>Ofologists said there
might be hidden motives for Trialoffer' s
"JlOwer struggle" with The Current. She
said his early male-pattern baldness
causes Trialoffer to be more sensitive to
his many shortcomings and therefore
more power-hungry.
. Another ' spoofologist said
Trailoffer's career frustration may have
pushed the asinine move. The

Razors Cause Riots On
The Campus Of Misery

spoofologist said Trailoffer's goal was
to work at adaily newspaper (fat chance),
but could not get hired.
"His failures have made him feel
unworthy. He now feels the need to be a
horrid pest in the the lives of the campus
community," said the person.
And now I know you're dissatisjWi
With yOUT position and your place
Don't you understand
It's not my problem
Bob Dylan, ''Positively 4th Street" .
A boss of his said Trailoff(7 would
have been fired long ago if it was not for
minority quotas on hiring short-baldwhite-male-overachievers..
"Even with his inefficiencies, ~
fool must still work for us. We have to
play by the book," said the boss.
An unnamed member of the campus
community said Trailoffer has been belligerent and degrading to some of the
groups on campus.
'1 don't mean to belittle you but you
probably won't be able to understand
this information," said Trailoffer to a
campus group member when receiving
information.
I wish that for just on time
You could stand inside my shnes
And just for that one moment I
I could be you
Yes, I wish that for just one time
You could stand inside my shnes
You'd know what a drag it is
To see you
Bob Dylan, ''Positively 4th Street"
Narc said Trialoffer is just another
example of campus apathy
.
'Trailoffer is just another example
of what an ass-backward campus UMSore Losers can be," said Narc.

by Enrtque O'Malley
village idiotlburden on society

MANiFAciTEuLiiNGELcoiN
sENT
NOAM CHOMSKY AND THEMEDIA
WINNER OF NINE INTERNATIONAL AWARDS

"AFEAT. DRAWSYOUN&ANDOLD
ANDHOLDSTHEMRAPT"

-Georgia6 rown, viLLAGE VOICE

COMMIE from page 10

What began as a peaceful day of
registration and baIbecuing turned
ugly lastThesday wren arioterupted
on the campus of the University of
Misery-Sore Losers.
Tempers flared in the registtation line when it was announced
that all classes but "Disposable
Razors and Their Role in Rural
Society" were closed until the fall
semester of 1997.
Students cursed their advisors,
the administration and personal hy- .
giene.
"What kind of crap is this,"
questioned undecided senior Peter
Stuckinsider. "Bics for hicks is the
best, they have to offer. I knew I
should have gone to Jay's Truck
Driving School."
Registration and admission employees barricaded themselves in a
broom closet when angry students
mummified' a custodial sanitation
engineer with registration fOIlIls and
floor wax.
. "Wedidn'tknowhowlongwe'd
have to be in there, but we were
prepared to stick it out," said Annie
Analretention of the registrar's office. "We had rationed out water
from a mop bucket and some petrified Olicklets we found on a
shelf. I think we could have made it
a week without resorting to cannibalism.."
Students stoIDled the administration offices in Woozy Hall, but
fowxi them unoccupied. Blancre
Molehill and · Lowe "Handle"
MyKane were sipping margaritas
on their leer jet and miraculously
escaped injury.

" MEMORABLE ••• INVALUABLE"

- Stuart Klawans, THE NAnON

"A MOST
PROVOCATIVE,

Confused, the angry mob milled
around aimlessly playing with electric pencil shalpeners and Molehill 's
Jordan Junior Jammer behind the
wet bar. Several scholars began a
rousing ruckus of a water fight in
the jacuzzi, wren someone shouted
''Parking tickets suck!"
Once again aroused, the rioters
rushed across campus to the General
Incompetence Building where they
were met with tear gas, billy clubs
and trained beagles.
The students responded by
nurling molotov cocktails, accounting texts and chocolate
douglmuts looted from a candy
machine. The beagles were effectively neutralized after eating sttay
douglmuts, and the tear gas had no
effect on students who have spent
seven or more years eating in the
Blundergrowxi.
National guardsmen were
rushed in, led by former Vice
President Dan Fayie. When Fayle
began ranting about some environmental book, the men in his charge
beat him about the head, stuffed
him in a mailbox and headed for
Bugg Lake for an aftemoonofbong
hits and brautwurst.
The situation seemed out of
control when police chief Butt
Pickens came before the students I

·~IIII!~;iiiiiii

students complete immunity from
.w
ith a proposal.
He offered
the '
tickets and
prosecution
for parking
damage cau~ by the riot in exchange for returning his inflatable
doll collection and buying him a
dozen douglmuts and a tub of coffee. When the students balked, an
unknown representative of the
School ofFarts and Appliances offered to make nude sunbathing a
three hour class.
A potential catastrophe was
avoided and everyone had dandy
time.

Birdy'snote:AltlwughthisisJowul
on the parody page, this trainoftlwughl
is still strong in our cOunJry. This last
column goes out to all the people I
upset this year. I hope it alleast gave
YO" the chance to think for yourself.
Even ifyour.opinion was differentfrom
mine, at least you're allvwed to have il.
Don' tforget it and don't get lazy with
it. Keep your mind open and use it
every chance you get 'cuz fm outta
hereJor good. Vaya can Dios.

INVIGORATING
COMMENTATOR•••
(CHOMSKY) TALKS
WITH EASE,

CLARITY
AND WIT"

Vmcent Canby.

Unique Jewelry
& Handbags

NEW YORK
TIMES

it off or stay away from it Well,
Mr. Save The World, What if I don't ·
want to avoid your dirty television
shows or sickening song lyrics? People
like me don't like to have to deal with
such filth. I'd rather let one of our paid
officials decide for me what is good
and safe to see, hear and read.
He tried to say it was okay to be
gay! C'mon Mr_ Touche, everybody
knows that gays don't really exist
I don't believe in his liberal interpretation ofthefirstamendment Peq>le
aren't allowed to yell "Fire!" in a
crowded auditoriwn. That would be
the act of an irresponsible person.
Hence, irresponsible people should not
be allowed to express their opinion in a
public forum. You, sir, have no idea
alxlUtreality and are being irresponsible
by acting like you do.
Why would someone allow women
who are old enough to vote decide
whether or not to have a baby? Women,
like men, need a government to direct
them to the right choices. Pregnant
women cannot think rationally, so they
need to be told what to do. A law
against abortion is the only way to do
just that I can't believe he once said
that pregnant girls under18 should be
able to get an abortion with a parent's
permission! Mom and Dad are not as
wise as our goverment, Brad.
Along with all of his stories about
his fiance, who he lives within sin,Mr.
Touche repeatedly exposed us all to his
trashy ideals of tolerance ·of one another, along with his "peace and love at
any price" philosophy.
People~ especially impressionable
silldents, need guidance. Trust Rush
and your local govemmentforit Don't
ever depend on young radicals like Mr.
ToucMforyourinformation. You don't
need anyone opening your mind or
confronting you with topics.If we don't
rock the boat, the ride will be more
pleasant for everyone. Thank: you for
your time.
tum

New Spring
Arrivals

Thought of the Day:
"EYE·OPENING. MIN,D·EXPANDIN:GENTERTAINMENT
AT ITS FINEST. AMAJOR ACHIEVEMENT"
- Jeff Menell, HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

A FILM BY MARK ACHBAR & PETERWINTONICK
UNIVERSITY
IFRED MOORE AUDITORIUM
E. LOCKWOOD' 968·7487
(LOCKWOOD" BIG B£H!)J

RELEASED BY

- .

~

APRIL 23-25 & 30
MAY 1,8-9
PART I: 7:30 PM AND PART II: 9:00 PM

am _~_

Hours
Tues. - Sat.
10:30 - 5:30

i#t-

7306 Natural Bridge

381-0306

~

IN 162~ THE DUTCH
BOUGHT MANHATTAN
FOR $25. Now You CAN
GET 70 COUNTRIES
FORTHE SAME PRICE.

"All you see, all
you hear, all
MAYFLOWER
you know filC'ONTRACT SERVICES ters through
We're the school buses you see all around
nerves into
town. We'll get you from here to there, and
back, at affordable rates.
·your head. If
H you're looking for inexpensive, timely,
clean and safe transportation for your group
everything is in
activities, give us a call We'll accommodate
your needs. Serving you is what we do!
your head,
Call for reservations and information.
why let any664-0236
thing bother
you?"

I'm Here When
You Need Me

Ame rican Youth HostelS

f

"

,

••

A

Expires

Talk about d eals of historic proportions. With a
Hostelling International card you can stay in ~y of 6,000
lodgings in 70 countries for just a few d~llars a rught. Ho~t:ls
even offer special discounts on everything from scuba diVlIlg
and music festivals to air, rail and ferry tickets. So to get the
best deals in the world, get the Hostelling International card.
Fa;

mHOSiELl~GcfNTERNATIONru.
The lieu' stilI

pf il~ '"nJ1m l 0/ / }I/: }lI ll'r Il !1 lion~ ( YVlilh H os te'l Fc'JemtllJlI.

A

1I0STElLlN G

lNTERNATION ..I\ l4>

,CIRRUS.

383-5555

The Automatic Teller
n ~ andJ;
I Wlm

Normandy Bank Customen;, get you application
at the facility in U_ Center or call us at 383-5555.
If your account is with another bank, your ATM
card can be used at the machine inU. Center if

it has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it.
j

Member FDIC

B
. w trI
rY

~

/ "

7151 Natural crldge. ~t. Louis, MO 63121
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We buy all books with current market value.

Door Prizes

S BUYBACK
MAY 5 - MAY 14
FRONT OF BOOKS
RE
N TENT - au D TENT
DRIV . THRU(@,CIRCLE

F

INGO CAFE • OUTH CAM US .

.' MAY 5
7:30 AM - 5 PM
MAY 7 & 14 ·7:30 AM - 4 PM .
MAY 6,10-13 7:30 AM -7 PM
. (MA . 10· 10 AM - 1 PM • K-SHE tent in front of bookstore)
. . -.

.~..

. .-

